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This special issue of Theoretical Computer Science is dedicated to algorithmic aspects of Global Computing.
Global Computing, a research area that spans different domains of Computer Science, involves large-scale distributed
systems available globally. Their characteristics include dynamicity, heterogeneity, autonomicity, lack of coordination,
incomplete knowledge about the environment, and diversity in the ownership of resources. Due to their nature, Global
Computing solutions must guarantee efficiency, scalability, flexibility, security, and robustness.
In line with these research goals, the European Union launched the Global Computing Initiative in 2001, which still
continues under the Future and Emerging Technology (FET) unit within the EU Information Society Technologies (IST)
programme. Its overall mission has been to support high-quality research that develops models, frameworks, methods, and
algorithms for constructing large-scale opendistributed systems. The IST FET Projects CRESCCO (Critical Resource Sharing for
Cooperation inComplex Systems) and FLAGS (Foundational Aspects ofGlobal Computing Systems), 2002–2005, have focused
on the study of the foundations of networks and large distributed systems from an algorithmic perspective using tools from
Theory of Computing. In particular, CRESCCO focused on the efficientmanagement of limited and scarce communication and
computing resources (e.g., bandwidth, frequency, energy, processor time, etc.) to ensure cooperation and efficient access to
advanced services in Global Computing infrastructures. FLAGS aimed at providing a unifying scientific framework and a
coherent set of design rules for global systems resulting from the integration of autonomous interacting entities, dynamic
multi-agent environments, and ad hoc mobile networks.
The collection of the seven papers included in this special issue is representative of the research performed within
CRESCCO and FLAGS. The papers cover a wide range of characteristic algorithmic topics related to Global Computing.
The paper ‘‘Deterministicmonotone algorithms for scheduling on relatedmachines’’ by P. Ambrosio andV. Auletta studies
the fundamental problem of scheduling jobs on related parallel machines where the objective is to minimize the makespan.
The approach followed in this assumes that eachmachine is owned by a selfish agent andmaymisreport its speed in order to
decrease the load of jobs that are scheduled on it. So, allocations that guarantee that machines report the true speed values
are essential and monotonicity of allocations is the key to guaranteeing truthfulness.
The paper ‘‘A new model for selfish routing’’ by T. Lücking, M. Mavronicolas, B. Monien, and M. Rode considers a setting
with parallel machines and jobs that are owned by selfish agents. Each job aims to be scheduled on that machine that
minimizes its latency given the allocations of the rest of the jobs on machines. This selfish behavior leads to equilibria
where no job has an incentive to change its strategy and get scheduled on a different machine. The paper studies the impact
of selfishness on the total latency of the jobs; this impact is quantified by the notion of the price of anarchy.
The paper ‘‘The Steiner tree problem on graphs: inapproximability results’’ byM. Chlebík and J. Chlebíkova studies one of
themost fundamental graph problemswith applications in network design. Given a graph, the Steiner tree problem asks for
the tree of minimum cost that connects a particular set of terminal nodes. The paper presents a new non-approximability
bound for polynomial-time approximation algorithms under the widely believed complexity assumption that P 6= NP .
The paper ‘‘Large independent sets in general random intersection graphs’’ by S. Nikoletseas, C. Raptopoulos, and P.
Spirakis introduces two new models of random graphs that are suitable for representing wireless networks. It compares
the two new models and presents algorithms that compute large sets of independent nodes efficiently.
The paper ‘‘On the complexity of bandwidth allocation in radio networks’’ by R. Klasing, N. Morales, and S. Perennes
considers the problem of providing Internet access to wireless stations which must be connected to a particular station.
This gives rise to information gathering problems under the constraint that communication between close stations must be
carefully scheduled in order to avoid collisions. The paper presents algorithms and hardness results for several interesting
scenarios.
The paper ‘‘High level communication functionalities for wireless sensor networks’’ by C. Àlvarez, J. Diaz, J. Petit, J. Rolim,
and M. Serna presents a way to establish reliable and efficient communication in a randomly deployed network of sensors
equipped with directional antennas. The analysis of the protocols presented shows that they are efficient, scalable, and
robust.
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The paper ‘‘A randomized algorithm for the joining protocol in randomized distributed networks’’ by C. Cooper, R. Klasing,
and T. Radzik is motivated by peer-to-peer systems. It presents a randomized algorithm for assigning neighbors to nodes
joining a dynamic distributed network. The algorithm maintains connectivity, low diameter, and constant vertex degree.
All the papers have undergone a thorough refereeing process according to the usual high standards of Theoretical
Computer Science. I would like to warmly thank both the authors of all papers submitted to this special issue, for their
contributions, and the referees, for their invaluable help.
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